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1. Abstract

Although in theory quantum cryptography proto-
cols can be proven to be totally safe, security of
their implementations is limited due to some im-
perfections of our setup. Here we show a general-
ization of the simplified analysis [1] on this topic to
the case of using any quantum cryptography pro-
tocol and heralded single photon source (HSPS)
with any additional detection system. We also
present a more detailed analysis of quantum key
distribution (QKD) security (based on [2]) and nu-
merically find the maximum attainable key gener-
ation rate as a function of distance for BB84 ([3])
and SARG04 ([4]) protocols.

2. QKD in practice

Problems:
• loses of photons inside a fiber connecting Alice
and Bob
• limited detection efficiency and dark counts in
Bob’s detectors
•multiphoton pulses emitted by Alice’s single pho-
ton source

Effect: The security of quantum cryptography pro-
tocols is strongly limited in practice and QKD can
be safely performed only on short distances be-
tween the legitimate participants.

Figure 1: A scheme for QKD with SPDC as a
source of single photons.

Some ways of improving the security:
•Alice can use HSPS and add an auxiliary detec-
tion system to her part of the QKD setup, strongly
limiting the ratio of dark counts contributing to
Bob’s key.
•Alice and Bob can use a protocol, which limits the
information Eve can get from multiphoton pulses
emitted by Alice’s source (e.g. SARG04 protocol)

3. Maximal distance of QKD security

Our goal: To find an approximate expression for
the maximal distance of QKD security in the most
general case i.e. without making any assumptions
about the protocol or Alice’s detection system.

Our result: Minimal required value of the com-
plete transmission of a cryptography scheme for a
given QKD process to be safe:
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y - fraction of multiphoton pulses which are useful
for Eve in a given protocol
Qth - quantum bit error rate (QBER) threshold (i.e.
the maximum ratio of errors in Bob’s key for a given
QKD process to be safe in theory) for a particular
case
dB - ratio of dark counts in one of Bob’s detectors

qi - probability for one click in Alice’s detection sys-
tem when there were created i pairs in HSPS

Relation between minimal complete transmission
of a QKD scheme and the maximal distance of
security:

Tmin = ξB × 10
−(αLmax+β)
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ξB - detection efficiency of Bob’s detectors
α, β - constants describing losses of light inside a
particular fiber connecting Alice and Bob

4. Tree-like detection system

Figure 2: An example of “tree”-like arrangement
for detection of photons on Alice’s side with four
single photon detectors.

Our goal: To find if tree-like detector could give
us longer maximal distance of security than a sim-
ple single photon detector without photon number
resolution.

In general case of 2n detectors joined by 2n − 1
couplers:
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dA - probability of a dark counts in one of the de-
tectors
ξA - detection efficiency of the detectors
1− η - loss of light in a single fiber coupler
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Conclusion: Calculated ratio of q0q2

q21
is the lowest

for n = 0. This implies that our proposed tree-like
detector scheme can’t increase maximal security
distance for quantum cryptography.

5. Key generation rate

Dependency of key generation rate on the dis-
tance between Alice and Bob for different values
of nonlinearity coefficient χ of the crystal used for
production of photon pairs:

Figure 3: Plot of log10 k (for BB84 protocol) as
a function of L for six different values of χ and
for the following values of the other parameters:
α = 0.2, β = 0, ξA = 0.6, ξB = 0.1, ξE = 1 and
dA = dB = 5× 10−6

Our goal: To find numerically the function of maxi-
mal key generation rate depending on distance be-
tween Alice and Bob for BB84 and SARG04 proto-
cols.
Our result:

Figure 4: Maximal key generation rate (compari-
son between BB84 and SARG04 protocols)

Dependency of the maximal key generation rate
on n for a tree-like additional detection scheme
for distances far shorter than the maximal security
distance:

Figure 5: A fragment of the plot of log10 k (for BB84
protocol) for 100 km< L < 105 km for different val-
ues of n.

Conclusion: Using tree-like detection system, Al-
ice can increase the ratio of key generation rate on
distances much shorter than the maximal security
distance.
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